The EVEREADY® L73 Lantern is an economical lighting solution. This versatile lantern can use either D-size batteries or a 6V lantern battery. The bright krypton bulb provides ample light and the durable plastic body resists damage from rough handling. In addition, the strong beam illuminates objects up to 220 metres away. It is an ideal choice for household use.

**POWERFUL**
- Illuminates objects up to 220 metres away (using EVEREADY® GOLD™ batteries)

**BRIGHT**
- Krypton bulb provides up to 64 lumens of light (using EVEREADY® GOLD™ batteries)
- 70% brighter than standard bulbs

**ECONOMICAL**
- Useable light for 13 ½ hours with EVEREADY® GOLD™ batteries

**ROBUST**
- Durable plastic body and lens resist damage from rough handling
- Lantern floats for easy recovery from water
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**Performance:**
- **Run Time**
  - 203 x 125 mm
  - Based on ANSI/NEMA FL 1 Standards.
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**Product Detail:**
- **Designation:** Eveready L73 Lantern
- **SAP:** 624755
- **Colour:** Red
- **Power Source:** Four "D" or one 6V lantern battery
  - **IEC:** LR20 or 908A
  - **Lamp:** KPR113 Krypton bulb
- **Lamp Life (hr):** 20
- **Lamp Rating:** 4.8V, 0.75A
- **Battery Type:**
  - A95 (alkaline)
  - E95 (alkaline)
  - 1250 (CZn)
- **Lamp Output (lumens):**
  - A95: 64
  - E95: 57
  - 1250: 35
- **Beam Distance (m):**
  - A95: 220
  - E95: 211
  - 1250: 169
- **Peak Beam Intensity (cd):**
  - A95: 12.100
  - E95: 11.130
  - 1250: 7.130
- **Run Time (h:mm):**
  - A95: 13:30
  - E95: 13:45
  - 1250: 2:45
- **Typical Weight:** 337 grams without batteries
- **Dimensions (mm):** 203 x 125
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**Before Using Your Flashlight:**
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.